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Abstract 
The maximal f-dependent set (MaxfDS) problem is the following problem: Given a graph 
G = (V, E) and a nonnegative integer-valued functionfdefined on V, find a maximal subset U of 
V such that no vertex UEU has degree >f(u) in the subgraph induced by U. Whether the 
problem is in NC (or RNC) or not is an open question. Concerning this question, only a 
rather trivial result due to Diks, Garrido, and Lingas is known up to now, which says that the 
problem can be solved in NC if the maximum value off is poly-logarithmic in the input 
size [Proc. 2nd Internat. Symp. on Algorithms, LNCS, Vol. 557 (1991) 385-3951. In this 
paper, we show a nontrivial interesting result that the Max-f_DS problem for planar graphs 
can be solved in O(log5 n) time with O(n) processors on a CRCW PRAM, where n is the 
input size. 
1. Introduction 
The maximal independent set (MIS) problem is perhaps one of the most funda- 
mental and familiar problem in parallel computation. This problem was conjectured 
to be not in NC by Valiant [18]. However, Karp and Wigderson disproved Valiant’s 
conjecture in 1985 by giving an NC algorithm for the MIS problem [13]. Sub- 
sequently, more efficient NC or RNC algorithms for the problem were proposed in 
[l, l&8,9]. These algorithms have been proved to be very useful in designing NC or 
RNC algorithms for many other interesting problems [3-5,7,16,17]. 
Diks et al. [S] considered a natural generalization of the MIS problem, namely, the 
maximal f-dependent set (Max-fDS) problem. The Max-fDS problem is defined as 
follows: Given a graph G = (V, E) and a nonnegative integer-valued functionfdefined 
on V, find a maximal subset U of V such that no vertex UE U has degree >f(u) in the 
subgraph induced by U. Note that iff(v) = 0 for all vertices u of G, then the Max-fDS 
problem is just the MIS problem. We here give a brief review of the Diks et al. 
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motivation of considering the Max--DS problem. Recall that there is a well-known 
notion off-matching in the literature [14]. Letfbe a positive integer-valued function 
defined on the set of vertices of a graph G. A subset F of the set of edges of G forms an 
f-matching if no vertex u of G has degree >f(u) in the subgraph induced by F. 
A maximal f-matching of G is an f-matching of G that is not properly contained in any 
otherf-matching of G. Sincef-matching is a naturally generalized notion of matching 
[14], maximalf-matching is a naturally generalized notion of maximal matching. On 
the other hand, like the MIS problem, the maximal matching problem is also 
a well-known important problem in parallel computation [lo, 11,6]. Thus, it is very 
natural to consider the maximal f-matching problem, namely, the problem of finding 
a maximalf-matching of a given graph. Now, to see the naturalness of the Max-fDS 
problem, observe that the Max-fDS problem is just the vertex counterpart of the 
maximal f-matching problem. 
Diks et al. [S] proved that the maximalf-matching problem is in NC by extending 
the technique of Israeli and Shiloach used to design an NC algorithm for the maximal 
matching problem [l 11. However, unlike the maximal f-matching problem, it seems 
impossible to obtain an NC algorithm for the Max-fDS problem just by extending 
the known techniques used to design NC algorithms for the MIS problem. In fact, 
whether the Max-fDS problem is in NC or not is left as an open question in the Diks 
et al. paper [S]. Concerning this question, only a rather trivial result due to Diks et al. 
is known up to now, which says that the Max-fDS problem can be solved in NC if the 
maximum value offis poly-logarithmic in the input size [S]. It is worth mentioning 
that a similar result was independently obtained by Shoudai and Miyano [17]. 
In this paper, we show a nontrivial and interesting result that the Max-f_DS 
problem for planar graphs is in NC. The parallel algorithm proposed in this paper 
takes O(log5 n) time using a linear number of processors on a CRCW PRAM. Thus, it 
is optimal within a poly-logarithmic factor. Our algorithm fully makes use of the 
planarity of the input graph. We here give a simple outline of our algorithm. First, we 
give a parallel algorithm for solving a special case of the Max-fiDS problem for planar 
graphs, where the input planar graph is a bipartite one in which one part contains 
only vertices of degree < 6. This algorithm is an NC reduction to the maximal 
f-matching problem. Since the maximalfimatching problem is in NC [S], we get an 
NC algorithm for solving the special case. Second, we show an NC reduction from the 
Max-fDS problem for (general) planar graphs to the special case. The two results 
together give us an NC algorithm for solving the Max-f_DS problem for planar graphs. 
2. Basic definitions 
Unless stated otherwise, all graphs in this paper are simple ones, i.e., do not have 
parallel edges or self-loops. Let G = (V, E) be a graph. The degree of a vertex v of G is 
denoted by deg,(v). For a subset U of V, G[LJ] denotes the subgraph of G induced by 
U. Letfbe a function from V to nonnegative integers. Anf-dependent set (f_DS) of G is 
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a subset U of V such that no vertex ZEU has degree >f(u) in the graph G[U]. 
A maximal f-dependent set (Max-fDS) of G is an f_DS of G that is not properly 
contained in any otherf_DS of G. The maximalfdependent set (Max--DS) problem is 
the following: Given a graph G = (V, E) and a nonnegative integer-valued function 
fdefined on V, find a Max-$DS of G. Without loss of generality, we may assume, 
throughout this paper, that any instance (G,f) of the Max-$DS problem satisfies 
that for every u of G,f(v) is not larger than the number of edges of G. Iff(v) = 0 for all 
vertices u of G, then anf_DS of G is an independent set of G and similarly a Max-f_DS 
of G is a maximal independent set (MIS) of G. 
Let G = (V, E) be a multigraph without any self-loop (that is, G may have some 
parallel edges), and let f be a positive integer-valued function defined on V. An 
f-matching of G is a subset F of E such that no vertex v of G has degree >f(u) in the 
subgraph induced by F. A maximal f-matching of G is an f-matching of G that is not 
properly contained in any otherf-matching of G. 
The model of parallel computation we use is the concurrent read concurrent write 
parallel random access machine (CRCW PRAM). The model consists of a number of 
identical processors and a common memory. Both concurrent reads and concurrent 
writes of the same memory location by different processors are allowed. In the latter 
case, we do not care which processor actually writes. (See [12] for a discussion of the 
PRAM models.) 
3. The algorithm for special planar graphs 
In this section, we present a parallel algorithm for solving a special case of the 
Max-f_DS problem for planar graphs. Let us first give a definition. A pair (G, f) is 
said to be proper if (1) G is a bipartite planar graph (X, Y, E) with deg,(x) < 6 for all 
XEX and (2)fis a function from X u Y to positive integers with deg,(x) < f(x) for all 
XEX. The algorithm given in this section is for finding a Max-f_DS of G given a proper 
pair (G, f ). The following lemma has been shown in [3]. 
Lemma 3.1 (Chen and He [3]). Let G = (X, Y,E) be a bipartite planar graph with 
deg,(x) < 6for all xeX and deg,(y) > 16for all ye Y. Then, at least (X1/6 vertices of 
X have degree at most 2 in G. 
The proof of this lemma appears in the appendix. 0 
The next lemma will play a key role in proving our main result of this paper. 
Lemma 3.2. Let (G, f) be a proper pair with G = (X, Y, E). Then, there are two 
disjoint subsets X’ and X” ofX such that (i) JX’ u X”j > c)Xlfor some constant c > 0, 
(ii) Y u X’ is anf_DS ofG, and (iii)for each XEX”, Y u X’ u {x} is not anf_DS ofG. 
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Moreover, X’ and X” can be found in 0(log3 n) time using O(n) processors, where 
n=IXJ+JYI. 
Proof. We will design a parallel algorithm for finding X’ and X”. Let us first give an 
explanation of the algorithm. The algorithm starts by partitioning Y into two subsets 
Y 4 i5 and Y, i6, where Y, 15 = {y~Yy: dego(y) < 15) and Y, i6 = (YE Y: 
deg,(y) 2 16). Next, it finds a subset I of X such that (a) each vertex XEZ is adjacent o 
at most two vertices of Y, 16 in the graph G, (b) each vertex of Y, , 5 is adjacent o at 
most one vertex of I in the graph G, and (c) Z contains a constant fraction of the 
vertices of X. We will later use Lemma 3.1 to prove that such an I exists and is easy to 
find. The remaining task of the algorithm is to partition I into X’ and X”. By the 
condition (b) for Z and the fact that (G, f) is a proper pair, the partition can be done 
without paying attention to the vertices of Y, 1 5. To obtain X’ and X” from I, firstly 
the algorithm partitions Z into three subsets I,,, I,, and Zz, where for 0 < j d 2, 
Zj consists of all vertices XEZ such that x is adjacent o exactlyj vertices of Y, r6 in the 
graph G. Secondly, it decides which vertices of Z2 can simultaneously be put in X’. To 
do this, it first constructs a multigraph G” (without any self-loop) from the graph 
G[Zz u Y, i6] by replacing the two edges incident to each vertex XEZ~ (say, {x,yl} 
and {x, yz>) with a single edge { y,, y2}, and then finds a maximal&matching M of G”. 
Note that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the vertices of Z2 and the 
edges of G”. This correspondence nables the algorithm to find out those vertices of 
I, that can simultaneously be put in X’. Thirdly, the algorithm decides which vertices 
of Z, can simultaneously be added to X’. (Note: At the beginning of this step, X’ is 
a subset of Z2.) This is an easy task, however, because ach vertex of Ii is adjacent o 
exactly one vertelg of Y, i6 in the graph G. Finally, the algorithm unconditionally 
adds all vertices of I0 to X’ and then set X” = Z - X’. 
The precise specification of the algorithm follows. 
Algorithm 1 
Input: A proper pair (G, f) with G = (X, Y, E). 
Output: Two subsets X’ and X” of X satisfying the conditions of Lemma 3.2. 
1. Compute Y, r6 = (ye Y: dego(y) 2 16) and Y, r5 = (YE Y: dego(y) d 15). 
2. Let G’ = G[X u Y, r6]. Compute X, z = (xEX: dego,(x) < 2). 
3. Construct a graph K = (X G 2r EK), where EK consists of all {x1,x2} such that 
x1 and x2 are adjacent to a common YE Y, 15 in G. 
4. Find an MIS Z of the graph K. 
5. Partition Z into three subsets I,,, Ii, and Z2, where for 0 <j < 2, Zj consists of all 
vertices XEZ such that in the graph G[Z u Y, 16], x has degree j. 
6. From the graph G[Y, 16 u Z2], construct a multigraph G” = (Y, i6, E”) without 
any self-loop as follows: For each XEZ~, replace the two edges incident to x (say, 
{X,YI> and {x,yd> with a single edge (yi, yz} (this edge is called x’s brother). 
7. Compute a maximalf-matching M of G”. 
8. Compute J = {xEZ,: x’s brother is in M}. 
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9. In parallel, for each vertex YE Y, 16, first compute I,,, = {xEZ~: (x,y}~E}, next 
set .Z, = II,, if lZ,,,] < f(y) - degCIYB lsuJl(y) and set J,, to be the set of the first 
f(y) - degCtrp IrU~~(~) vertices of Zl,, otherwise. (Note: We here assume that the 
vertices of the input graph G are linearly ordered.) 
10. SetX’=Ju(u YEYs ,,J,) u IO and X” = I - X’. 
We will show that X’ and X” indeed satisfy the conditions stated in the lemma. We 
first estimate IX’ u X”I ( = IZl). Since G’ = G[X u Y, r6] satisfies the conditions of 
Lemma 3.1, we know that 1 X, 2 1 2 1 X1/6. The maximum degree of K is obviously no 
more than 6 x 15 = 90. This fact and the maximality of Z imply that I II 2 1 X, 2 l/91. 
Thus, 1 Z 1 b 1 X(/546 and the condition (i) is satisfied. 
We next show that condition (ii) is satisfied. Since X’ c X and deg,(x) Q f(x) for all 
XEX, no vertex XEX’ has degree >f(x) in the graph G[ Y u X’]. Thus, it suffices to 
show that degcrr U X*](Y) d f(y) for all YE Y. Fix an arbitrary YE Y to consider. Let us 
first suppose that YE Y, 15. Then, by Algorithm 1, y is adjacent to at most one vertex 
of X’ in the graph G[Y u X’]. This fact together with f(y) 2 1 implies that 
deg,[, u xsl(y) d f(y). Thus, we are done in case YE Y, 15. Let us now assume that 
ye Y, 16. Note that for any S E X, y has the same degree in the graph G [S u Y] as in 
the graph G[S u Y, 16]. Thus, it suffices to show that degGcy, 16 v x,](y) d f(y). By 
steps 6-8, it is easy to see that y has the same degree in the subgraph of the multigraph 
G” induced by M as in the graph G[Y, 16 u J]. Since M is an f-matching, y has 
degree at mostf(y) in the subgraph of G” induced by M and hence has degree at most 
f‘(y) in the graph G[Y, 16 u J]. Since I,,, n I,,,, = 8 for every two vertices y and 
y’ in Y, 16, step 9 guarantees that y has degree at most f(y) in the graph 
GCY, 16 u (X - la)]. Now, noting that y is adjacent to no vertex of IO, we see that 
y has degree at most f(y) in the graph G [ Y, 16 u X’]. Therefore, condition (ii) is 
really satisfied. 
To prove that condition (iii) is satisfied, consider an arbitrary vertex XEX”. Then, 
XEZ, - J or XEZ, - (U yEY,16JY). Let us first suppose that XEZ, - J. Let e be x’s 
brother. By the definition of J and the maximality of M, the subgraph of the 
multigraph G” induced by M u {e} must contain a vertex YE Y, 16 with degree 
>f(y). Since this vertex y has the same degree in the graph G [ Y, 16 u J u {x} ] as in 
the subgraph of G” induced by M u (e}, y must have degree >f(y) in the graph 
GCY, 16 u J u {x}]. Thus, we are done in case XEZ, - J. Let us now assume that 
.xEZl - ((U YEYa l,JY). Then, by step 9, the vertex YE Y, 16 adjacent to x in the graph 
GCY, 16 u X’ u {x}] must have degree >f(y) in the graph G[Y, 16 u X’ u {xl]. 
Hence, condition (iii) is also satisfied in this case. 
We finally analyze the complexity of Algorithm 1. As mentioned in [3], steps 1-4 
run in O(log n) time with O(n) processors. Steps 5 and 6 trivially run in O(log n) time 
with O(n) processors. In step 7, the Diks et al. algorithm can be applied [S]. (Note: In 
[S], Diks et al. did not explicitly state that their algorithm works for multigraphs 
without any self-loop. However, a careful reading of the proofs in their paper 
convinces us that their algorithm indeed works for such graphs.) Thus, step 7 can be 
implemented in O(log3 n) time with O(n) processors [S]. It is easy to see that steps 
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8-10 take O(log n) time with O(n) processors [S]. It is easy to see that steps 8-10 take 
O(log n) time using O(n) processors. Therefore, Algorithm 1 takes O(log3 n) time using 
O(n) processors. 0 
We now use Lemma 3.2 to design a parallel algorithm for finding, given a proper 
pair (G = (X, Y, E), f ), a Max-fDS U of G with Y E U. Let us first give an explana- 
tion of the algorithm. It starts by computing X0 = {xEX: degc(x) = 01. Note that 
every Max-f_DS of G must contain the vertices of X,-, . If X0 = X, then clearly X u Y is 
a Max-JDS of G and so the algorithm outputs X u Y and stops. Otherwise, using 
Algorithm 1, the algorithm finds two subsets X’ and X” of X - X0 from the graph 
G[(X - X0) u Y] and the function5 Note that U’ = Y u X0 u X’ is anf_DS of G. 
Next, using U’, the algorithm modifies G andfto obtain a new proper pair (G’, f’) 
such that any Max-f’-DS of G’ extended with the vertices of U’ is a Max-fDS of G. So, 
the algorithm is a recursive one. Since G’ is constructed in such a way that no vertex 
of X’ u X” is contained in G’, the recursion depth of the algorithm is O(log n) by 
Lemma 3.2. 
The following is the precise specification of the algorithm. 
Algorithm 2 
Input: A proper pair (G, f ) with G = (X, Y, E). 
Output: A Max+DS U of G with Y c U. 
1. Compute X0 = (xEX: &g,(x) = O}. 
2. If X0 = X, then output X u Y and halt. 
3. Let H = G[(X - X0) u YJ Find two subsets X’ and X” of X - X0 from H such 
that X’ and X” satisfy the conditions of Lemma 3.2 with the graph G (resp. X) in 
Lemma 3.2 replaced by H (resp. X - X0). 
4. Let U’ = Y u X0 u X’. Compute X1 = {XEX - (X0 u X’ u X”): U’ u {x} is not 
an f_DS of G). 
5. Let X, = X - (X0 u X’ u X” u X1) and Y, = {YE Y: f(y) > deg,tVP1(y)}. Con- 
struct a functionf’ from X, u Y, to positive integers as follows: For each YE Y,, 
f’(y) =f(y) - deg,t,,l(y) and for each x~X~,f(x) =f(x). 
6. Let G’ = G[Xz u YJ. Recursively call the algorithm to find a Max-f’-DS Wof the 
graph G’ with Yi E W. (Note: (G’, f’) is a proper pair.) 
7. output u = U’ u (W n X,). 
Lemma 3.3. Algorithm 2 is correct. 
Proof. We show the lemma by induction on the recursion depth d of Algorithm 2. In 
case d = 0, Algorithm 2 is clearly correct. Assume that d > 0 and Algorithm 2 cor- 
rectly works given any proper pair on which it makes at most d - 1 recursive calls. Let 
(G, f ) be a proper pair on which Algorithm 2 makes exactly d recursive calls. 
Consider the behavior of Algorithm 2 on input (G, f). First, we show that the output 
U is an f_DS of G. Noting that (G, f) is a proper pair, we have that no vertex 
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xcXO u X’ u ( W n X,) has degree >f(x) in the graph G[U]. Thus, we need only to 
show that no vertex ye Y has degree >f(y) in the graph G[U]. Let ye Y. Then, by 
Lemma 3.2, deg,tcZ1(y) d f(y). In case ye Y - Y,, deg,t,,l(y) =f(y) by step 5 and so 
no vertex of X, can be adjacent to y in the graph G. Thus, if YE Y - Y,, y must have 
degree at most f(y) in the graph G[U]. On the other hand, in case YE Y,, y must be 
adjacent o at mostf’(y) =f(y) - deg crrr,l(y) vertices of W n X2 in the graph G’ by 
the inductive hypothesis and so y has degree at most f(y) in the graph 
G [ U’ u (X, n W)] by the construction of G’. Therefore, U is an f_DS of G. 
Next, we show the maximality of U. Let x be an arbitrary vertex in V - U. Then, 
XEX” or XEX~ or XEX, - W. In case XEX”, U u (x$ is not anf_DS of G by Lemma 
3.2. In case XEX,, U u {x} is obviously not anf_DS of G. In case XEX, - W, some 
vertex ye Y, must have degree >f’(y) in the graph G[ W u {x}] by the inductive 
hypothesis and hence must have degree >f(y) in the graph G[U u {x}] by the 
construction off’. This completes the proof. 0 
Lemma 3.4. Let (G, f) be a proper pair with G = (X, Y, E). Then, a Max-fDS U of 
G with Y c U can be found in O(log4n) time using O(n) processors, where 
n = IXI+ IYJ. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.3, Algorithm 2 correctly finds a Max-fDS of G. It suffices to show 
that Algorithm 2 takes O(log4n) time using O(n) processors. Obviously, all steps 
except steps 3 and 6 can be done in O(log n) time with O(n) processors. By Lemma 3.2, 
step 3 can be done in O(log3 n) time with O(n) processors. Since Lemma 3.2 implies 
that the recursion depth of Algorithm 2 is O(log n), Algorithm 2 takes O(log4 n) time 
with O(n) processors. 
4. The algorithm for general planar graphs 
In this section, we use Algorithm 2 to design a parallel algorithm for solving the 
Max-f_DS problem for plannar graphs. Let us first give an explanation of the 
algorithm. Given a pair (G = (V, E), f ) of a planar graph and a nonnegative integer- 
valued function defined on V, the algorithm starts by computing an independent set 
X of G such that (Xl > 1 VI/42 and deg,(x) < 6 for all XEX. It is known that such an 
X exists and can be found efficiently in parallel [7]. If X = V, then clearly X is 
a Max-$DS of G and so the algorithm outputs X and stops. Otherwise, the algorithm 
recursively finds a Max--DS U’ of the graph G [ V - X]. Note that U’ must be also an 
f_DS of G. Next, using U’, the algorithm modifies G andf to obtain a proper pair 
(H,f’) such that any Max-f’-DS W of H together with U’ can be simply used to find 
a Max+DS of G. To find W, Algorithm 2 is used. Since the size of X is sufficiently 
large, the algorithm has recursion depth O(logn). 
The following is the precise specification of the algorithm. 
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Algorithm 3. 
Input: A pair (G, f), where G = (V, E) is a planar graph and f is a function from 
V to nonnegative integers. 
Output: A Max-fDS of G. 
1. Find an independent set X of G such that 1x1 > I VI/42 and deg&) < 6 for each 
XEX. 
2. If V = X, then output X and halt. 
3. Recursively call the algorithm to find a Max-f-DS U’ of the graph G[ V - X]. 
4. Compute X1 = {xEX: U’ u {x} is not anf_DS of G}. 
5. Compute X, = {xEX - X1:f(x) = O}. 
6. Let X’ = X - (X, u X,) and Y = {uEU’: f(u) > deg,tt,,,(u)}. Construct a func- 
tion f’ from X’ u Y to positive integers as follows: For each YE Y, 
f’(y) =f(y) - deg,t,,,(y) and for each x~X’,f’(x) =f(x). 
7. Construct a bipartite planar graph H = (X’, Y, EH) as follows: For each XEX’ and 
each YE Y, {x,y}~&, if and only if {x,y}~E. 
8. Compute a Max-f’-DS W of H with Y E W using Algorithm 2. (Note: (H, f’) is 
a proper pair.) 
9. output u = U’ u x2 u (W n X’). 
Lemma 4.1. Algorithm 3 is correct. 
Proof. We show the lemma by induction on the recursion depth d of Algorithm 3. In 
case d = 0, Algorithm 3 is clearly correct. Assume that d > 0 and Algorithm 3 cor- 
rectly works given any input on which it makes at most d - 1 recursive calls. Let 
(G, f ) be an input on which Algorithm 3 makes exactly d recursive calls. Consider the 
behavior of Algorithm 3 on input (G, f). First, we show that the output U is anf_DS 
of G. By the inductive hypothesis, U’ isf_DS of G. Moreover, the definition of X1 and 
the fact that X is an independent set of G imply that no vertex x of X, u (X’ n W) has 
degree >f(x) in the graph G[U]. Thus, we need only to show that no vertex UE U’ 
has degree >f(u) in the graph G[U]. Let UE U’. Then, by the inductive hypothesis, 
deg,[,.,(u) <f(u). In case u~U’ - Y, deg GCU ,,(u) =f(u) by step 6 and so no vertex of 
X - X1 can be adjacent to u in the graph G. Thus, u has degree at most f(u) in the 
graph G[U] if UEU’ - Y. On the other hand, if UE Y, then u is adjacent to at most 
f’(u) = f(u) - degcruTl(u) vertices of W n X ’ in the graph H and so u has degree at 
most f(u) in the graph G[U’ u (X’ n W)]. Since no vertex of Xz can be adjacent to 
a vertex of U’ in the graph G, u still has degree at mostf(u) in the graph G[U] if UE Y. 
Therefore, the output U of Algorithm 3 is anf_DS of G. 
Next, we show the maximality of U. Let u be an arbitrary vertex in V - U. Then, 
u@V-- X) - U’ or vex1 or VEX’ - W. In case vE(V- X) - U’, U u {u} is not an 
f_DS of G by the inductive hypothesis. In case VEX,, U u {u} is obviously not anf_DS 
of G. In case EX - W, W u {u> is not an f’-DS of H and hence 
U’ u (W n X’) u {u} is not anf_DS of G by the constructions off’ and H. 0 
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Theorem 4.2. A Max--DS of a planar graph G with n oertices can be found in O(log5 n) 
time with O(n) processors. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.1, we only need to show that Algorithm 3 takes 0(log5 n) time 
using O(n) processors. Clearly, all steps of Algorithm 3 except steps 1, 3 and 8 run in 
O(log n) time with O(n) processors. Step 1 runs in O(log* n) time with O(n) processors. 
Step 1 runs in O(log* n) time with O(n) processors [7]. By Lemma 3.4, step 8 runs in 
0(log4 n) time with O(n) processors. Thus, all steps except step 3 of Algorithm 3 run in 
0(log4 n) time with O(n) processors. By step 1, the recursion depth of Algorithm 3 is 
O(logn) and hence Algorithm 3 runs in 0(log5 n) time with O(n) processors. 
5. Conclusion 
We have shown that the Max-fDS problem for planar graphs is in NC. The 
time-processor product of the algorithm presented in this paper is small. It would be 
very nice to design an NC or RNC algorithm for the Max-f-DS problem for general 
graphs. However, this seems to be a very difficult task. In fact, we even do not know an 
NC or RNC algorithm for the Max-f_DS problem for planar graphs with parallel 
edges. Our algorithm does not work for planar graphs with parallel edges because 
Lemma 3.1 does not hold for such graphs. 
Appendix 
Proof of Lemma 3.1. Let us assume first that X contains no vertex x with de&x) = 0. 
Partition X into two subsets X, 2 and X, 3 as follows: 
X G 2 = {xEX: 1 d deg,(x) < 2) and X, 3 = {xEX: 3 d de&x) 6 6). 
Then, we have 
IEI = 1 de&x) + c de&x) d 21X, 21+ 61X, 31. 
xsx< 2 xeX* 3 
We also know that IEl = CyeY dego(y) 2 161 YI. Thus, 161 Yl < 21X, 2l + 61X, 31 
and so 1 Yl < (IX, 2l + 3lX,,l)/S. On the other hand, since G is a bipartite planar 
graph, I E I d 2( 1 Xl + 1 Yl) - 4 (see, e.g., [2]) and so we have: 
IX,21+3lX.31< 1 k&I+ c ~~~~~~~=l~l~~~I~,2I+I~~~I+I~I~. 
xex< 2 XCXB 3 
Therefore, 
IX,21 ~l~,3l-~l~I~I~~~l-~l~~2I +31x.,w4. 
Thisimpliesthat IX,JI < 5/X.21.SinceIX.21 + IXa3) = 1x1 byourassumptionit 
follows that IX, 2l > 1X1/6 as to be shown. 
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Now suppose that X contains some vertices x with &g,(x) = 0. Let ni be the 
number of vertices XEX with &g,(x) = i for 0 < i d 2, and let n a 1 be the number of 
vertices xeX with deg,(x) B 1. By the arguments above, we know that 
n1 + n, 3 n a ,/6. Thus, there are at least no + izl + n2 > 1X1/6 vertices in X with 
degree at most 2 in G. 0 
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